《The Mysterious CEO》
195 Fake Liu Juan!
Everyone ran towards their boss's room, nobody cared for Liu Juan which she
somehow expected. She already set fire with the help of paper by placing the paper on
the side of the lamp because of excess heat from the lamp, the fire was set on the paper
and then she threw that paper in the dustbin to create chaos in the villa so that she
could get to the man's room easily. She knew that if she went out in a normal
circumstance, the man's men would never allow her to leave.
She didn't waste time to wait for them to come to her room, she knew if they came to
her room now she might be in trouble. Even though she knew that she would be in
trouble but that matter was for later.
Now the most important thing was to meet the man.
However, how could she find that man, because she...
But...
So what if she couldn't walk anymore, at least she could drag herself if need be.
Therefore, Liu Juan didn't waste time and started dragging herself on the ground.
She opened the door of the room and went outside but as soon as she came outside, she
was stunned.
All the men were standing outside her room!
"Tik...Tak…"
"Tik...Tak…"

The sound of footsteps came from the backside, the men made way and soon that man
came in front of Liu Juan's eyes.
When Liu Juan saw a man in front of her in a healthy and a fit manner, Liu Juan's
heart sank!
How could this man stand healthy?

Whereas, she had become crippled.
Hadn't this man's bones been broken up?
How could he get treated so early?
Millions of questions popped in her head with the disappointment which it seemed that
couldn't be hidden from the man.
"Disappointed?" The man bent down in front of Liu Juan.
"How did you get treated so soon?" Liu Juan asked even though she knew that his
answer would break her heart and make her upset.
"Because you are so stupid!" The man mocked on her.
The man's comment immediately hurt Liu Juan's dignity which she didn't know where
it came from?
"So what? Don't forget you are standing here because of me!" Liu Juan arrogantly said.
Even though the man had taken advantage of her, but the truth couldn't be denied that
she had saved him.
Yes, that was the truth!
Which the man couldn't deny himself!
"Why did you set the fire?" The man asked ignoring Liu Juan's earlier arrogance.
"I wanted to meet you, but your men didn't allow me!"
"Reason?"
"What do you mean 'reason'? Don't forget you have promised me to help me find my
big sister and sent us back to the orphanage!" Liu Juan coldly said, not afraid that the
man would get angry and might even killed her.
"Your Big Sister! Are you sure you want to find her? I advise you don't go and look
for her for your own good. Otherwise, you will get hurt!" The man calmly advised her.
"What rubbish are you talking about? Don't try to mislead me just because you don't
want to fulfill your promise!" Liu Juan hatefully responded.

"Fine, don't blame me afterward! Here are the pictures of your big sister. Xin Chao!"
The man raised his hand upwards and Xin Chao put an envelope in his boss's hand.
The man passed the envelope to Liu Juan which she stretched her hands out right away
to take it from his hand and open it.
Liu Juan didn't care when and how he had found her sister. Well, it was his
responsibility which he had to fulfill and it was good that he had fulfilled it before
making her say something to him.
Liu Juan immediately took out the photographs, there was a hint of happiness in her
eyes which wasn't missed from anyone, but she was startled when she saw the
photographs.
These were photographs of Liu Ruolan's luxurious life in Bo Xiao's Villa. There were
some photographs that showed how Liu Ruolan was getting beauty treatments, how
Liu Ruolan was eating delicious and spontaneous food, how Liu Ruolan was shopping,
Liu Ruolan was leisurely traveling in limited edition cars and how Liu Ruolan was in
very expensive clothes and pieces of jewelry.
Liu Juan wasn't shocked to see these photographs but she was shocked when she saw
Liu Ruolan with Bo Xiao.
The first question came her mind was what was Liu Ruolan doing with Bo Xiao?
Liu Juan had no opinion on Bo Xiao, she neither liked him nor disliked him, but Bo
Xiao's character was always rude which made Liu Juan worry for Liu Ruolan.
"Shocked?" The man asked when he saw her reaction then he continued with sarcasm
"Well, let me introduce to you our Liu Juan…Oops...I should have to say fake Liu
Juan…"
Fake Liu Juan!
What did he mean by that?
Liu Juan was confused with what he said that she couldn't understand what was
happening?
"Confused? No Problem! I will explain it to you. When you ran away, Bo Xiao started
searching for you. After a lot of problems, he finally found an unconscious girl who
looks exactly like you. Afterward, when she woke up, she said she is Liu Juan!" The
man deliberately paused to see Liu Juan's expression.

"Then?" Liu Juan immediately asked as if she was very desperate to know the full
story.
Well, the man didn't see the reaction on Liu Juan's face which he was expecting.
However, No problem!
She would have that shocking reaction!
Then the man continued explaining, "Unfortunately, Bo Xiao found out her lie, but
instead of punishing her, he made a deal with her, that girl would continue to pretend
Liu Juan whereas, Bo Xiao secretly looked for the real Liu Juan. Now, I have
questions at this junction, why did that girl think to pretend to be Liu Juan and why did
Bo Xiao go to look for the real Liu Juan secretly instead of using the full forces
available to find real Liu Juan, can you tell me?"
Liu Juan's twinkling eyes looked towards the man with an expectation to know the
answer to these questions.
Exactly, why didn't her big sister come to find her when Liu Ruolan was already
rescued by Bo Xiao?
Then the man decided to answer the question without creating unnecessary suspense
"Well...Well… the answer is very simple...they wanted to kill the real Liu Juan!"

